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ԾὊ1969ࣲၷ̆˗ڎຬӒǍХᓨషࠄ๘ԣᬿ܈ǌᜉᎶǌ
ፋႇǌ᛫ǌथናǌॖ ϸǌқࠄᰎǌঐᝠԣ҄ᤵܳ
ʹጇፒὊͻֶ̰ਓគᄊᝍҖǌਓគᄊᒭᝀ̿ԣਓគᄊНСভ
ʼ˔வ᭧ὊଊጊՐឈਓ˧ʽᄊþਓគᬿ܈ÿ֗ үឈਓ˧
ʽᄊþᬿ܈ਓគÿὊڂ̵ᄊඈ͈ͻֶک˞ˀՏరˀՏᝈ
एᄊਓគืல᭧Ὂࣳ ̉˞ТጇСՏੇʷ˔࿘ቡ˔̡ ᄊਓគ
ጇፒǍڂੇ

Shi Jinsong was born in Wuhan, Hubei Province in1969. 
His artistic practices cover sculpture, decoration, 
painting, presentation, architecture, films, drama 
experiment, concept design and manufacture of multi-
media system. His works start from the anatomy, the 
awakening and publicity of consciousness to explore 
the noun meaning of conscious sculpture and verb 
meaning of consciousness of sculpture. Therefore, 
each piece of his creation originates from his different 
angle of stream of consciousness and relates to each 
other, which subsequently together builds a factor 
contribution system to the independent personal 
consciousness. 

ᑲᑂ૱ᰤ�Ӻ��
Thorough Transformation - Lying Pine
ᨷ�Copper
20 x 170 x 175 cm, 200kg 
2013 - 2015

Өࡣᝠѳeڔʼ͈ݓ
ᨷཐ�Copper baking varnish
60 x 50 x 100 cm 
ߕ Chair: 30kg (each), 
ಸߕ�Table: 12kg
2008
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తጼᄊնဘ౧௧ЦҪᑟভᄊదࡍᬍᄊᝠǍ̵ ᄊᝠ
ͻֶ௧ڎᬅ͉ϙᄊᚸՌὊ௧ቇ˗ᄊᬿੋ܈˺ขͻֶὊፃ
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þͰូᄊ͖ᬶÿǍ�

Song Tao is one of the most talented and influential 
contemporary designers in China today. In 1993, after 
receiving a Master's Degree from the Beaux Arts in 
Paris, Song Tao returned to China to concentrate on 
his creative process and quickly became a leading 
figure in the field of contemporary Chinese design. 
His experience abroad brought an open quality to his 
creative vision that fluidly bridges the aesthetics of 
East and West. 

His practice engages the territory of contrast between 
Chinese ancient philosophy with that of the western 
sleek contemporary attitude. Building a constant 
dialogue between European minimal culture and 
oriental craftsmanship, the final result is design that 
has function without obligation. Famous for his design 
objects as a hybrid of international values, his works 
evolve towards sculpture or calligraphy in space and 
are often characterized as the essence of “understated 
elegance” perfectly balancing traditional fengshui 
elements and cutting-edge contemporary sensibilities.
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ᣠї�Osseus 
ᇏӑలǌᨸǌᤩᨢః
Wood, acrylic, aluminium
178 ! 42 ! 74 cm, 60Н
2018


